Abstract. This paper establishes the identifiability of the parameters of the BoxCox model under restrictions that do not require the disturbance in the model to be independent of the explanatory variables. The proposed restrictions are semiparametric in nature: they restrict the support of the conditional distribution of the disturbance but do not require the latter to be known.
Introduction
We consider a transformed regression model in which the dependent variable is transformed using the Box-Cox transformation (Box and Cox, 1964) . Letting Y ∈ (0, +∞) denote an observed dependent variable, X ∈ R k an observed explanatory variable, and U ∈ R a latent disturbance, the Box-Cox model is given by:
(1)
Assuming the model to be correctly specified, the object of interest is the true value θ 0 ≡ (β 0 , λ 0 ) of the parameter θ ≡ (β , λ) ∈ R k+1 . To be defined for all values of λ, the dependent variable needs to be positive. Note that when λ = 1 the transformed model is nonlinear in variables. When λ = 0 the transformation reduces to the familiar log linear regression model since for any y ∈ (0, +∞) we have lim λ→0
The goal of this paper is to derive sufficient conditions under which any true value θ 0 of the parameter θ in the Box-Cox model is identifiable. In particular, we shall focus on the identification conditions that do not require the disturbance U to be independent of the explanatory variable X. The proposed conditions are semiparametric in nature, meaning that they do not require the probability distribution of U (and X) to be known.
This paper has several important antecedents. Foster, Tian, and Wei (2001) show the identifiability of θ 0 in cases in which the disturbance U is known to be independent of the explanatory variable X. Apart from independence, the remaining requirements of Foster, Tian, and Wei's (2001) result are fairly weak: β 0 X is assumed to take at least two possible values (which excludes the case β 0 = 0), and the unknown distribution of U is assumed to have mean 0. However, in applications in which the endogeneity of U is suspected, the independence assumptions between U and X typically fail. They are often replaced by a weaker requirement that the disturbance U is mean independent of the explanatory variable X. This approach is taken, for example, in Amemiya and Powell (1981) and Powell (1996) who consider moment restrictions on the joint distribution of U and X.
In this paper, we consider the restrictions on the support of the conditional distribution of U given X, and show that they are sufficient to identify the true value λ 0 of the exponent parameter in the Box-Cox model. The identification of β 0 is then straightforward. Like in Foster, Tian, and Wei (2001) our identification results are global. Our restrictions on U and X are, however, weaker. Like in Amemiya and Powell (1981) and Powell (1996) we do not require U to be independent of X.
Due to the nature of the Box-Cox transformation, the identifiability of θ 0 is non trivial to establish. Khazzoom (1989) , Powell (1996) and Savin and Würtz (2005) , for example, discuss this point. Indeed, the Box-Cox regression in Equation (1) is highly nonlinear in the parameter θ, and no transformation reduces it to a linearin-parameters model. Thus, the well-known rank conditions for identification established in Koopmans (1950) and Fisher (1961 Fisher ( , 1965 do not apply here. The identification results for nonlinear models (see, e.g., Fisher, 1966; Rothenberg, 1971; Komunjer, 2008) typically require θ 0 to satisfy a number of unconditional moment restrictions. Hence, they do not directly apply to our setup in which the restrictions on the support of the conditional distribution of U given X are used to identify the true value λ 0 of the exponent in the Box-Cox model. To the best of our knowledge, such identification conditions have not yet been studied by the literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the structure of the Box-Cox transformed regression model and studies its properties. Section 3 contains our main result-the set of conditions that are sufficient to identify θ 0 .
Structure of the Box-Cox Transformation Model
We start our analysis with a discussion of the structure relevant in the context of the Box-Cox regression in Equation (1). Let F XU be the joint probability distribution (measure) of X and U defined on
The realizations of the random variables X and U are denoted x and u, respectively, with
and (x , u) ∈ D XU , and consider the transforma-
for all y ∈ (0, +∞). Note that the mapping t λ 0 is continuous and strictly increasing on (0, +∞). Hence, it is a homeomorphism from (0, +∞) onto its image
The inverse of the map t λ 0 is defined for any z ∈ t λ 0 ((0, +∞)) and equals: t
1 Recall that the support of F XU is defined to be the set of all points (x , u) in R k+1 for which every open neighborhood of (x , u) has positive measure. By construction, D XU is closed in R k+1 . 2 A mapping is a homeomorphism if it is continuous, one-to-one, onto, and has a continuous inverse.
In order for the structure S = (θ 0 , F XU ) to generate the joint probability distribution (measure) F XY on R k × (0, +∞) of the observables X and Y it is necessary that the transformation equation t λ 0 (y) = β 0 x + u can always be solved for y ∈ (0, +∞) in terms of x, u and θ 0 . This gives the following useful property of the Box-Cox model in Equation (1):
Lemma 1 is a simple implication of the correct specification of the Box-Cox regression model. Indeed, saying that the latter is correctly specified with true parameter value θ 0 is equivalent to saying that the probability distribution F XY is generated from Equation (1) by the structure S = (θ 0 , F XU ). This property can only hold if for
is then a single-valued mapping (or function) that is continuous on D XU , which leads to the usual definition of the image measure F XY of the observables X and Y ,
. In particular, the support of F XY is given by:
3 Hence, the two probability distributions (measures) F XU and F XY are isomorphic.
In what follows we shall focus on the sets 
Identification Condition
Following Koopmans and Reiersøl (1950) and Roehrig (1988) , the true value θ 0 of the parameter θ in the Box-Cox model (1) is said to be identifiable if every structure S * = (θ * 0 , F * XU ) whose characteristics are known to apply to S = (θ 0 , F XU ) and which is observationally equivalent to S-i.e. generates the same distribution of the observables F XY as S-satisfies θ * 0 = θ 0 . We are now ready to state our main result-Theorem 1-which provides sufficient conditions for θ 0 to be identifiable: Theorem 1. Let S = (θ 0 , F XU ) with θ 0 ∈ R k+1 be a structure that generates F XY .
If F XU satisfies Assumptions A and B (stated below), then θ 0 is identifiable.
In what follows, we give Assumptions A and B, and show that Theorem 1 holds.
3.1. Identifiability of λ 0 . Hereafter, we shall assume the following: As previously, D U |X=0 is the support of the conditional distribution of U given X = 0. Underlying the first property in item (i) is the condition that 0 ∈ R k is a possible realization of X; the second property on the other hand states that conditional on X = 0, U can take more than just a value 0. According to the item (ii), the boundaries of the support of U given X = 0 equal u 0 and u 0 , with the two constants u 0 and u 0 being fixed and independent of F XU , but not necessarily known.
What is known about the couple (u 0 , u 0 ), however, is that it is not equal to either (0, +∞) or (−∞, 0). It is worth pointing out that Assumption A does not make any statements regarding the discreteness or the continuity of D U |X=0 , nor does it require the support of U given X = 0 to be known.
The nature of the restrictions in Assumption A is semiparametric: the distribution F XU is allowed to remain unknown, provided the conditional distribution of U given X = 0 satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). These conditions fix the boundaries of the support of F U |X=0 rather than the mean of F U |X ; thus, they are different from the commonly employed mean independence conditions which fix E(U|X) to be equal to zero. Note that both u 0 and u 0 are allowed to depend on the realization x = 0 of X. In particular, Assumption A(ii) does not restrict the boundaries of D U |X=0 to be constant as x changes. Thus, unlike Foster, Tian, and Wei (2001), we do not require U and X to be independent. We now show that the restrictions in Assumption A are sufficient to identify λ 0 .
For this, consider a structure
) that generates the same probability distribution F XY as S-so Lemma 1 applies to S * -and satisfies the same conditions as S-so the properties (i) and (ii) in Assumption A hold under S * .
In particular, u 0 is the common value of the inf of the supports
of the conditional distributions of U given X = 0 under F XU and F * XU , respectively. Similarly, u 0 is the common value of the sup of the two supports.
If S * is observationally equivalent to S, then by Equation (3) it must hold that:
We now show that these equations imply λ 0 = λ * 
